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Abstract: With the continuous increase in the installed capacity of new energy systems, the impact of
power shocks on grid frequency is becoming more significant, seriously affecting the stability of the
grid and thermal power units. For this reason, a mixed variable parameter energy storage-assisted
frequency support control method is proposed. This method introduces an integral control mode
based on the existing control mode and forms a co-ordinated control mode. The impact of the
switching point of the mixed control mode is analyzed, and a new mode switching method is used.
The model adjusts the frequency regulation parameters according to the different states of the grid
frequency, making the frequency regulation more efficient. Finally, a frequency regulation model that
integrates various improvement methods is built, and a 10 min continuous load disturbance is applied
to compare and verify the frequency regulation performance of the model as a whole. The results
indicate that the proposed control method can significantly improve the quality of grid frequency
regulation, reduce the frequency deviation amplitude to 0.00096 p.u., reduce the participation time
of thermal power units to 190.8393 s, and reduce the peak output to 0.1934 MW, demonstrating its
engineering feasibility.

Keywords: frequency support; power system; virtual droop control; thermal power units

1. Introduction

In response to the trend of global warming, many countries have proposed carbon
reduction targets and related measures, an important part of which is the development
of new energy technologies. At present, the installed capacity of photovoltaics and wind
turbines is continuously increasing worldwide [1]. However, a large amount of wind
and solar energy in the grid is significantly affected by environmental factors and has the
characteristics of fluctuation and intermittency [2]. Power shocks can cause instability of
grid frequency, which seriously affects the stability of the use of electrical equipment. In
addition, similar to new energy equipment, large fluctuations in electricity load in a small
area can also cause variations in power grid frequency.

In the application scenario of wind power or photovoltaic power connected to the
power grid in a small area and normal fluctuations in the electricity load in the area,
for example, the wind energy density in coastal areas is relatively high, there are more
wind turbines installed, and the impact of wind direction and wind force changes on the
power grid power shock is relatively large. The day and night fluctuations and short-term
fluctuations of the surrounding residents and industrial electricity consumption will also
cause power shocks. Therefore, it is very important to support the power grid frequency in
this small area.

Traditional frequency regulation usually only uses thermal power units, which are
associated with issues of overshoot, undershoot, and affecting the life of the units [3].
Modern methods use energy storage to assist thermal power units in smoothing new
energy fluctuations. The frequency support strategy assisted by energy storage has the
advantages of good robustness and high control flexibility [4].
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The research on the control strategy of energy storage-assisted grid is currently a
hot spot [5], including improvements to traditional control modes and optimization of
energy storage capacity. Reference [6] proposes a simulation model of flywheel energy
storage-assisting frequency regulation of thermal power units, and verifies that energy
storage can reduce the frequency regulation burden of thermal power units and extend
the life of thermal power units, under the addition of 0.008 p.u. step disturbance, the
output power change in the thermal power unit is reduced from 4.714 × 10−3 p.u. to
3.197 × 10−3 p.u.; Reference [7] studies the response mechanism of proportional integral
virtual inertia control, and derives the relationship between virtual inertia control and
grid frequency; Reference [8] proposes a mixed control method that complements the
advantages of traditional virtual droop and virtual inertia control, and introduces negative
virtual inertia control, and verifies the feasibility of the method according to the simulation
frequency regulation effect. Under the continuous load disturbance set in this literature
for 5 min, the frequency deviation is reduced to half of the energy storage; Reference [9]
proposes a control mode that switches between virtual inertia control and virtual droop
control, and determines the mode-switching point based on the time-domain sensitivity
principle and frequency regulation indicators; Reference [10] proposes a technical economic
model based on considering the participation of energy storage batteries in frequency
regulation, and designs a capacity configuration strategy to balance frequency regulation
performance and economy; Reference [11] proposes a flexible wind-storage joint frequency
control strategy that takes into account the frequency regulation dead zone, and studies
the impact of the frequency regulation dead zone on the participation of energy storage in
frequency regulation; Reference [12] proposes to use the variable K droop control method
to improve, so that the state of charge of the energy storage battery remains within the
normal range; Reference [13] establishes a frequency response model of the virtual inertia
wind-storage joint system and proposes a co-ordinated support control strategy. Under
conditions where the wind speed change is 0.012 p.u., the maximum frequency change is
reduced to 0.43 Hz.

In addition, in terms of energy control strategies, various optimization control al-
gorithms are also extensively employed. In Reference [14], a mixed adaptive algorithm
using continuous mixed p-norm (CMPN) and block sparse Bayesian technology (BSB) is
used to configure energy-storage units, improving the transient stability of wind power
plants. In Reference [15], a model predictive control algorithm (MPC) is used to config-
ure the energy storage system, and a wavelet packet decomposition algorithm is used to
extract the high-frequency component of power fluctuation. Finally, the high-frequency
component fluctuation in the output power of the wind power plant is smoothed, and the
high-frequency wind energy above 300 kW is suppressed to below 100 kW. Reference [16]
couples the flywheel energy storage array (FESA) and uses automatic generation control
(AGC) to improve the operational flexibility of traditional thermal power units. Refer-
ence [17] uses an improved measurement of the rate of change of frequency (RoCoF) to
improve the effect of virtual inertia control and mitigate the impact of power shocks caused
by photovoltaic power generation.

However, current studies on energy storage-assisted grid frequency regulation face
notable limitations: current research mainly focuses on the mixing and switching of tradi-
tional virtual droop control and virtual inertia control, and the mixed traditional control
mode has the disadvantage of undershoot. Existing research such as Reference [9] uses
control mode switching, but rarely considers the impact of the control mode switching
point on the frequency support performance. The existing control mode that adjusts the
frequency regulation coefficients in real time is only limited to adjustment according to
the state of charge of energy storage, and does not adjust parameters according to the
real-time state of grid frequency and optimize the performance of energy storage frequency
regulation.

Based on the above analysis, a mixed variable parameter energy storage-assisted
power grid frequency support system is proposed. Within the power grid of the afore-
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mentioned power fluctuation area, a flywheel energy storage system is integrated as a
frequency support device, and energy output/input is carried out according to the energy
storage-assisted control strategy. Subsequent analysis focuses on how parameters and
control modes of energy storage-assisted frequency support impact power grid frequency
modulation, the way in which integral control mode is introduced, how a new type of
control mode switching method is adopted, and how the droop coefficient, inertia coeffi-
cient and other frequency support related parameters are adjusted in real time, ultimately
reducing the frequency fluctuation and deviation of the power grid and improving the
performance of frequency support. A thermal power unit–flywheel energy storage model
is established, the proposed energy storage mixed control model is integrated, and the
system is simulated under continuous disturbance (compared with the traditional fre-
quency support model). It is then confirmed that the model in this study improves the
performance of power grid frequency support, and can effectively reduce the frequency
deviation amplitude and the time of a thermal power unit’s participation in the output in
the power shock environment of long-term unstable new energy and electricity load in
a small area, and improve the performance of new energy grid connections. The entire
simulation is conducted in MATLAB(R2022b)/Simulink.

2. Thermal Power Units—Flywheel Energy Storage Model
2.1. Thermal Power Units Model

When a load disturbance occurs in the grid, the mechanical power and electromagnetic
power on both sides of the generator in the thermal power units are not equal, causing
the generator speed to change, thereby changing the grid frequency. At this time, the
speed control system inside the thermal power units can adjust the output power of the
thermal power units to restore the grid frequency to the original level. The transfer function
between the system power change amount and the regional grid frequency change amount
is usually represented by Equation (1).

G(s) =
1

2Hs + D
(1)

where, H is the load inertia coefficient, and D is the load damping coefficient.
The transfer function of the steam turbine model inside the thermal power units is

represented by Equation (2).

T(s) =
Fc

1 + sTc
+

Fr

(1 + sTr)(1 + sTc)
+

Fl
(1 + sTr)(1 + sTc)(1 + sTl)

(2)

where, Fc, Fr, and Fl represent the power output ratios of the high, medium, and low
pressure cylinders of the steam turbine, respectively. Tc, Tr, and Tl represent the time
constants of high-pressure steam, reheated steam, and low-pressure steam, respectively.

Although thermal power units can participate in grid frequency regulation, this is not
conducive to the normal combustion of the unit. The addition of energy storage devices
can ensure the long-term normal operation of thermal power units, while enhancing the
efficiency of grid frequency regulation and improving the flexibility of energy dispatch.

2.2. Flywheel Energy Storage Model

The energy storage system in the model is flywheel energy storage, which uses a
flywheel unit with a large moment of inertia to store electrical energy in the form of
rotational kinetic energy through a motor. It outputs energy to the outside through the
flywheel unit driving the generator. Current research usually uses flywheel motors that
can transmit electrical energy in both directions, saving the time required for charge- and
discharge-switching. Flywheel energy storage can charge and discharge at high power
in a short time, has high energy storage density, and has a long life [18], suitable for
grid frequency regulation applications. By monitoring the angular velocity of the flywheel
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energy storage unit, the state of charge (SOC) of the flywheel energy storage can be obtained.
The energy of the flywheel energy storage can be represented by Equation (3).

Q f =
1
2

Jω2 (3)

where, J is the moment of inertia of the flywheel unit, and ω is the angular velocity of the
flywheel rotation. The SOC of flywheel energy storage represents the relationship between
the remaining energy of flywheel energy storage and the maximum capacity of flywheel
energy storage, which is calculated using Equation (4).

SOC =
Q f

QR
=

QR − Qw

QR
(4)

where, QR represents the maximum energy storage capacity of the flywheel, and Qw
represents the energy output from the flywheel to outside.

The transfer function between the command power and output power of the flywheel
energy storage is represented by Equation (5). Equation (5) shows the response speed of
the flywheel energy storage system, where the mechanical inertia of the flywheel motor is
the main factor affecting the response speed.

Z(s) =
1

1 + sTs
(5)

where TS is the time constant of flywheel energy storage.
When the SOC is close to 1/0, if the flywheel energy storage unit continues to

charge/discharge, it will cause the flywheel motor to work beyond the limit state, causing
power loss and affecting the life of the flywheel energy storage unit. Therefore, SOCmax
and SOCmin are set to 0.90 and 0.10, respectively, which are the maximum and minimum
values of the SOC of flywheel energy storage. When considering the power of the flywheel
energy storage unit to absorb/release energy, it is necessary to limit the power according
to the SOC of flywheel energy storage. The logistic curve is usually used to limit the
output of energy storage [19]. The power limitation curve used in the model is shown in
Equations (6) and (7).

Pd
max =

KPme
a(SOC−SOCmin)

b

1 + Ke
a(SOC−SOCmin)

b

(6)

Pc
max =

KPme
a(SOCmax−SOC)

b

1 + Ke
a(SOCmax−SOC)

b

(7)

where, Pm is the rated power of flywheel energy storage, and a, b, K are constants. Changing
the constants according to specific requirements can change the shape of the logistic curve.
The power limitation curve used in the model is shown in Figure 1.
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2.3. Integrated Regulation Model

In the model, the thermal power units and flywheel energy storage always serve
in the process of the grid frequency regulation. In addition, a commonly used two-area
model is adopted for research. The significance of this model is that when one of the
two areas experiences frequency fluctuations, a nearby area can provide power support.
Power is exchanged between the two places through a tie line. This model can simplify
the current research hotspot of multi-area interconnected grids [20], which holds greater
significance for modern power systems. The integrated frequency regulation model is
shown in Figure 2. In the figure, the tie line obtains the corresponding target tie line power
value after the frequency difference between the two areas is calculated, and then transmits
the corresponding power value.
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The transfer function used by the tie line is shown in Equation (8).

L(s) =
2πT0

s
(8)

where, T0 is the synchronization coefficient of the tie line, and s is the Laplace operator.
All parameters in this model are given in Table 1.

Table 1. Parameters of integrated frequency regulation model.

Parameters Value

H 2
D 12
T0 0.881
Ts 0.002
a 4
b 0.1
K 0.001

3. Energy Storage Mixed Control Mode

At present, the control modes of energy storage mostly adopt virtual droop control or
virtual inertia control (hereinafter referred to as droop control and inertia control). Among
them, droop control has disadvantages such as a large rise rate and a large frequency fluc-
tuation amplitude, which are not conducive to the normal operation of the grid; although
inertia control can suppress the rise rate of frequency during frequency fluctuations, the
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grid frequency stabilization time is too long, and it cannot guarantee that the grid frequency
will eventually return to the normal level. Reference [21] clarifies that the larger the energy
storage virtual inertia coefficient KL in droop control and virtual control, the faster the
initial change rate of frequency can be suppressed, but it does not contribute to reducing
the steady-state deviation; the larger the energy storage virtual droop coefficient KD, the
smaller the steady-state deviation, but it cannot suppress the initial change rate of frequency.
The model of the traditional energy storage control mode is no longer redundant. Figure 3
shows the frequency fluctuation of the grid adopting two traditional control modes when a
step load is applied.
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The frequency deviation ∆f in frequency regulation is significantly affected by the
control mode of energy storage. However, most of the current research on the control mode
of energy storage is focused on the mixed mode of droop control and inertia control or the
control mode of variable droop and inertia coefficients. In the research involving real-time
switching of frequency regulation control modes, little consideration is given to the impact
of the switching point of the control mode on the effect of frequency regulation.

In this study, simulation analysis indicated that the switching point of the mode has a
greater impact on frequency regulation and a better mode switching point could be chosen;
integral control was introduced and combined with droop control and inertia control,
constituting a mixed control mode, and was switched according to the switching threshold.
Finally, the droop coefficient, inertia coefficient, and integral coefficient were adjusted in
real time according to the state of frequency regulation, having different effects at different
stages. The overall mixed variable parameter frequency regulation model is shown in
Figure 4.
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In Figure 4, KI is the integral coefficient, Pd(s) is the change in load power, P1(s) is the
total power change in Region 1, ∆f 1(s) is the frequency deviation in Region 1, and Kg is the
unit regulation power of the thermal power units.

After the load causes changes in the grid frequency, the thermal power units and
flywheel energy storage participate in grid frequency regulation. The energy storage
chooses the control mode according to the mode switching point and calculates the target
output power of the flywheel energy storage with the adjusted frequency regulation
coefficient. The system monitors the speed of the flywheel unit, calculates the SOC of the
flywheel energy storage, and limits the output of the flywheel energy storage. The total
power change P1(s) includes four parts: the power change in the thermal power units, the
power change in the flywheel energy storage, the power change in the load, and the power
change of the support in Region 2. The model in Region 2 is exactly the same as the model
in Region 1, so it will not be repeated.

The frequency deviation relationship of Region 1 under the mixed variable parameter
frequency regulation control model can broadly be represented by Equation (9).

∆ f1(s) = [min( |F(s)∆ f1(s)|,
∣∣∣Pres

f

∣∣∣)· n
1+sTs

− Kg∆ f1(s)·( Fc
1+sTc

+ Fr
(1+sTr)(1+sTc)

+ Fl
(1+sTr)(1+sTc)(1+sTl)

)−Pd(s)−
2πT0∆ f12(s)

s ]· 1
2Hs+D

(9)

where, F(s) is the control mode transfer function, Pres
f is the SOC limit power of the flywheel

energy storage, and n and ∆ f12(s) are represented by Equations (10) and (11) respectively.

n =
F(s)∆ f ′1(s)∣∣F(s)∆ f ′1(s)

∣∣ (10)

∆ f12(s) = ∆ f1(s)− ∆ f2(s) (11)

where, n is the direction of flywheel output power, and ∆ f2(s) is the frequency deviation in
Region 2.

4. Control Analysis
4.1. Control Mode

During the operation of the grid, the change in grid frequency can be divided into
two states: the frequency deviation state and frequency recovery state. The frequency
deviation state is the process wherein the frequency deviation value gradually increases
shortly after the grid is subjected to load fluctuations; the frequency recovery state is the
process wherein the frequency deviation value gradually decreases under the action of
frequency regulation. This study adopts two modes and switches in real time to control
the output of flywheel energy storage. In the frequency deviation state, the inertia + droop
mixed mode is adopted, and in the frequency recovery state, the droop + integral mixed
mode is used. There is a mode switching process between these two states, as shown in
Figure 5.

When working under two modes, the system calculates the output size command sent
to the energy storage according to the control function corresponding to the mixed mode.
The control function of the inertia + droop mixed mode can be expressed as:

FL(s) = −KLs−KD (12)

in which inertia control can monitor the slope of grid frequency fluctuation and suppress
the deviation rate of frequency in the frequency deviation state, and if there is only inertia
control, the time to enter the frequency recovery state will too late, which will cause the
frequency deviation to be too large; thus, in this state, droop control is added to collaborate
with inertia control, and droop control can accelerate the entry into the frequency recovery
state and enhance the suppression of frequency deviation.
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The control function of the droop + integral mixed mode can be expressed as:

FD(s)= −KD − K I

s
(13)

in which droop control can measure the deviation value of grid frequency fluctuation; in
the frequency recovery state, it can quickly reduce the frequency deviation value, and it
can reduce the frequency deviation degree when stable. If the system relies only on droop
control, it will still have a certain frequency deviation in the end, and after adding integral
control, the deviation can be further reduced. The integral control mode used in this
study resets when the frequency deviation value crosses zero, to prevent the phenomenon
of reverse regulation caused by integral control under continuous reverse disturbance,
especially when the amplitude of the second load disturbance is smaller than the amplitude
of the first load disturbance, as shown in Figure 6. Reverse regulation causes the frequency
deviation peak to be too large, affecting the frequency regulation effect.
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This study sets the rated capacity of the thermal power units to 100 MW and the
base frequency to 50 Hz. The subsequent related parameters are expressed in per-unit
values based on the rated capacity and base frequency. In addition, the specifications of
flywheel energy storage are set to 6 MW/0.5 MW·h according to the findings proposed in
Reference [22]. The parameters selection for the subsequent part refer to References [6,21].

Assuming that KL, KD, and KI are constants, the mode switching threshold is set
as a constant, and the tie-line power of other regions is not considered. The frequency
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state is determined according to the size relationship between the slope of the ∆f curve
and the mode switching threshold t0, and then the control mode switching is determined,
specifically as follows:

1. If ∆f > 0 and d∆f /d∆t > t0, use the inertia + droop mixed mode.
2. If ∆f < 0 and d∆f /d∆t < −t0, use the inertia + droop mixed mode.
3. If ∆f > 0 and d∆f /d∆t ≤ t0, use the droop + integral mixed mode.
4. If ∆f < 0 and d∆f /d∆t ≥ −t0, use the droop + integral mixed mode.

This control mode is compared with the traditional control mode and the mixed
control mode in Reference [21] (the “inertia + droop” control switches to droop control,
herein referred to as the “comparative literature mode”) under the step load disturbance
(−0.05 p.u. applied at 1 s). The frequency deviation is shown in Figure 7, the power
change in the thermal power units is shown in Figure 8, and the corresponding frequency
regulation indicators are shown in Table 2 (the control coefficients KL, KD, and KI of each
control mode are equal: KL is 50, KD is 80, and KI is 100).
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In Table 2, |∆fm| is the absolute value of the frequency deviation peak and tp is
the time from the start to the frequency deviation peak (the smaller these two values, the
stronger the ability to suppress the deterioration of frequency regulation); ts is the time from
the start to the frequency stability (the smaller its value, the stronger the stabilizing effect
of frequency regulation on the grid); ∆fs is the steady-state value of frequency deviation,
which is the stable value of grid frequency after frequency regulation (the smaller its value,
the better the outcome); and Pp is the peak value of the power change in the thermal power
units and Ps is the steady-state value of the power change in the thermal power units (the
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smaller the absolute values of Pp and Ps, the smaller the output of the thermal power units
and the better the safety performance of the thermal power units).

Table 2. Frequency modulation indicators for each control mode.

Control Mode |∆fm|/p.u. tp/s ts/s |∆fs|/p.u. Pp/MW Ps/MW

Droop control 0.00125 1.1209 1.1971 0.0012 −0.2713 −0.2713
Inertia control 0.01063 14.2833 35.5229 0.0083 −4.5232 −4.1747

Comparative literature mode 0.00119 4.6245 3.3182 0.0012 −0.2713 −0.2713
This study’s mode 0.00083 1.6767 4.5627 0 −0.0142 0
No energy storage 0.01696 2.5221 20.1756 0.0083 −4.1749 −4.1749

From Figure 7, it can be seen that the frequency deviation of the five control modes is
zero before the step load disturbance reaches 1 s, and the flywheel energy storage system
does not work; at 1 s, due to the impact of the negative step load disturbance, the grid
frequency is disturbed and increased. At this point, the thermal power units and the
flywheel energy storage system output negative power to suppress power deterioration.
The initial frequency change rate of no energy storage and droop control is larger, the initial
frequency change rate of inertia control, comparative literature mode and the mode used
in this study is smaller. At around 1.1 s, droop control first reaches its peak; at around 4 s,
this study’s mode also reaches the frequency peak, but the absolute value of the frequency
peak is significantly lower than other control modes; when the grid frequency is stable,
inertia control and no energy storage have a larger steady-state frequency deviation, the
comparative literature mode and droop control have a smaller steady-state frequency
deviation, and the study’s mode has basically no frequency deviation in the steady state,
and the time to reach the steady state is less, only approximately 4.6 s. From Figure 8, it can
be seen that under the control mode of this study, the peak value of the power change in
the thermal power units is only about −0.01 MW, its absolute value is significantly smaller
than other control modes, the speed to reach the steady state is significantly faster, and at
the steady state, the thermal power units basically do not output extra power for frequency
regulation, and the operation stability of the thermal power units is good.

Figures 7 and 8 and Table 2 show that the frequency deviation peak of this study’s
control mode is the smallest, which is 0.00083 p.u., and that it can reduce the steady-state
value of frequency deviation to 0, the time spent on frequency regulation only takes about
3.6 s, the power change in the thermal power unit is significantly smaller, and it has good
engineering feasibility.

4.2. Allocation of Coefficients

The larger the droop coefficient, inertia coefficient and integral coefficient, the larger
the output amplitude of energy storage in grid frequency support, and the better the
corresponding frequency regulation effect. The role of each coefficient in the frequency
regulation process has been explained in Section 4.1, and the degree of the role of the
above coefficients in each state of frequency regulation is different, so adjusting the above
parameters according to different time points can improve the efficiency of frequency
regulation and directly increasing the size of all coefficients can improve the effect of
frequency regulation, but the energy consumption is higher, which is not conducive to the
SOC of flywheel energy storage staying in the normal range.

This study sets the droop coefficient and inertia coefficient in the frequency deviation
state to satisfy the following equation:

KD
1 =

KA

g·
∣∣∣ d∆ f

dt

∣∣∣+ 1
(14)

KL
1 = KA − KD

1 (15)
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where, KA and g are constants, and both are positive values, KA is the sum of the droop coef-
ficient and inertia coefficient in the frequency deviation state. The size of KA is determined
by the local load disturbance environment—the larger the load disturbance amplitude, the
larger the value of KA and the value of g needs to be obtained through experiments for the
optimal value.

From Equations (14) and (15), it can be elucidated that in the parameter allocation of
the frequency deviation state, the larger the frequency change rate, the larger the inertia
coefficient; the reason for this is that, in the early stage of load disturbance, the inertia
control needs to maximize the suppression of the deviation rate of frequency; after the
load disturbance, the grid frequency gradually approaches the peak, and the change rate
gradually decreases. At this time, the role of inertia control also gradually decreases, and
the droop coefficient gradually increases, and the droop control role is strengthened, which
makes the flywheel energy storage enter the frequency recovery state faster.

This study sets the integral coefficient and droop coefficient in the frequency recovery
state to satisfy the following equation:

K I
2 =

KB
p·|∆ f |+1

(K I
2 ≤ d·KB, d< 1) (16)

KD
2 = KB − K I

2 (17)

where KB, p, and d are constants and positive values, KB is the sum of the droop coefficient
and integral coefficient in the frequency deviation state. The larger the local load distur-
bance amplitude, the larger the value of KB, and the smaller the value of d, the value of p
needs to be obtained through experiments to obtain the optimal value.

From Equations (16) and (17), it can be established that in the frequency recovery state,
the larger the absolute value of frequency deviation, the larger the droop coefficient, which
can maximize the role of droop control and quickly reduce the frequency deviation. Then,
the role of droop control is gradually reduced, enhancing the role of integral control, and
the steady-state frequency deviation is reduced. In Equation (16), the maximum value of K I

2
is limited to prevent the frequency deviation from being small; if K I

2 continues to increase,
it will cause the frequency deviation to cross zero, causing the integral control to clear and
the frequency deviation oscillation phenomenon under continuous disturbance.

When this coefficient configuration mode is adopted, the sum of parameters under
different states is a constant, thereby preventing the power output of energy storage
from being too large. In the early stage of frequency deviation, the rate of change in grid
frequency is large and the frequency deviation is small. The energy output corresponding to
inertia control is large. At this time, KL

1 is large and KD
1 is small. According to Equation (12),

the amplitude of energy storage output increases and the rate of frequency change is greatly
suppressed. In the later stage of frequency deviation, the rate of change in grid frequency
is small and the frequency deviation is large. Inertia control hardly plays a role, and the
energy output corresponding to droop control is large. At this time, KD

1 is large and KL
1

is small. According to Equation (12), the amplitude of energy storage output increases
and the frequency deviation is greatly suppressed. When the effect of inertia control is
weak, it transitions to the frequency recovery state. In the early stage of frequency recovery,
the energy output corresponding to droop control is large, KD

2 is large, and K I
2 is small.

According to Equation (13), the amplitude of energy storage output increases and continues
to suppress frequency deviation. In the later stage of frequency recovery, the frequency
deviation is small, and droop control can hardly play a role. However, under inertia control,
the energy storage output continues to increase. KD

2 is small and K I
2 is large. According

to Equation (13), the amplitude of energy storage output increases, making the frequency
return to normal level.

The mode switching threshold is set as a constant, and the tie-line power of other
regions is not considered; the energy storage control mode with coefficient allocation is
compared with the energy storage control mode with fixed coefficients under the step load
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disturbance (apply −0.05 p.u. at 5 s), as shown in Figure 9 (KA and KB are both 120, d is
0.71, and the control coefficients of each control mode of the energy storage control mode
with fixed coefficients are all 60).
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From Figure 9, it can be seen that after adopting the coefficient allocation mode, the
deviation rate and deviation peak of frequency in the frequency deviation state are reduced;
the time spent on frequency regulation is significantly reduced, among which the coefficient
fixed mode frequency regulation takes about 7 s, while the coefficient allocation mode
frequency regulation only takes about 2.7 s to stabilize the frequency deviation at 0 p.u. In
the process of grid frequency regulation, the coefficient allocation mode can improve the
frequency regulation performance, and the control mode with integral control participating
in the frequency recovery stage has a strong recovery effect, which has a certain guiding
significance for engineering applications.

4.3. Mode Switching Method

Most of the current literature considers the switching between energy storage control
modes when studying energy storage-assisting grid frequency support. They usually use
a threshold as a constant to simply switch the control mode. For example, in frequency
regulation in Reference [9], it first judges whether ∆f is greater than or less than the
frequency deviation threshold, and then judges whether d∆f is greater than or less than
0 to switch the energy storage control mode. However, the switching point of the energy
storage control mode has a significant impact on the actual frequency regulation effect. At
present, no method in the literature can obtain the best frequency regulation effect under all
load disturbance conditions based on the size of ∆f or d∆f /dt. This section first determines
the control mode switching through the size relationship between d∆f /dt and the mode
switching threshold t0 (the specific switching method has been explained in Section 4.1)
and then changes t0 to observe the impact of the size of the mode switching threshold
on the frequency regulation effect; finally, a better mode switching method is proposed
and verified.

Without considering the tie-line power of other regions, using different mode switch-
ing thresholds, under different degrees of step load disturbance (all apply negative distur-
bance at 5 s), the frequency deviation curve is observed, as shown in Figures 10–12.
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From Figures 10–12, it can be seen that under different degrees of step disturbance, the
size of the mode switching threshold has a significant impact on the frequency regulation
result. t0 = 0.00 is the mode switching method adopted by most of the current literature.
When the step disturbance is −0.05 p.u., t0 = 0.00 is the switching method with the smallest
frequency deviation peak. However, when the step disturbance is −0.1 p.u. or −0.2 p.u., it
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becomes the switching method with the largest frequency deviation peak. Therefore, com-
paring d∆f /dt with the fixed value of t0 to switch the mode cannot obtain the best frequency
regulation effect under all disturbances. When t0 = 1.00, the energy storage has entered the
frequency recovery phase as soon as the step disturbance occurs, and the droop + integral
mixed mode is used throughout the process. The frequency deviation changes quickly,
but the frequency deviation peak is large. The t0 values corresponding to the smallest
frequency deviation peak in Figure 10, Figure 11, and Figure 12 are approximately 0.00,
0.06, and 0.15, respectively. By applying a larger amplitude of load disturbance, it is found
that the t0 corresponding to the smallest frequency deviation peak when the frequency
deviation peak is the smallest is larger. Therefore, as the amplitude of the load disturbance
increases, the t0 corresponding to the smallest frequency deviation peak is larger.

The reason for the above results mainly lies in the size relationship of the energy stor-
age output corresponding to the two mixed modes. For example, in Figure 11, when t0 is be-
tween 0.2 and 1.0, the droop + integral mixed mode quickly switches to the inertia + droop
mixed mode. At this time, the energy storage output corresponding to the droop + integral
mixed mode is larger, and the energy storage output corresponding to the inertia + droop
mixed mode is smaller, so the suppression effect on the frequency after switching is
weaker. When the size of t0 is approximately 0.06, the energy storage output power of
the inertia + droop mixed mode and the droop + integral mixed mode at the switching
point is basically the same. According to Equations (9), (12), and (13), the effect of inertia
control will weaken later, and the effect of integral control will strengthen, so switching
the control mode at this time will provide a greater frequency suppression effect. The
characteristic of switching the time point too early is that the frequency deviation will
still increase after switching the control mode, and switching the time point too late will
cause the frequency deviation peak to be too large. In addition, as the amplitude of the
load disturbance increases, the speed of the integral control effect will increase, so the best
switching time point will advance.

There are many indicator parameters for grid frequency regulation. In order to reduce
the difficulty of analysis, this study mainly considers the frequency deviation peak when
considering the mode switching method. Other indicator parameters will be considered
comprehensively in subsequent research by sacrificing a certain frequency deviation peak.
When considering the switching point of the energy storage control mode, this study will
adopt the switching mode as shown in Figure 13. In the frequency deviation state, due to the
larger frequency increase rate in a short time after the load disturbance, the absolute value
of the energy storage command power corresponding to the inertia + droop mixed mode is
larger. The frequency offset is smaller in a short time and the integral quantity is smaller, so
the absolute value of the energy storage command power of the droop + integral mixed
mode is lower. After a certain period of time, the frequency offset and integral quantity
are large enough, and the frequency increase rate gradually decreases. At this time, the
absolute value of the energy storage command power of the droop + integral mixed mode
will be greater than the absolute value of the energy storage command power of the
inertia + droop mixed mode. In terms of the ability to suppress frequency deterioration,
the droop + integral mixed mode is stronger, so it switches to the droop + integral mixed
mode at this time and enters the frequency recovery state, and the frequency regulation
effect is better.
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Figure 13. Energy storage control mode switching process.

Due to the different energy storage control modes used in Reference [9] compared
to this study, it is inconvenient to compare the mode switching methods. Therefore, only
some parts of the switching points in Reference [9] that are most suitable for the mode of
this study are selected as a reference for comparison (the frequency deviation threshold ∆fp
is taken as the per unit value 0.001, if |∆f | < ∆fp and df ·∆f > 0, it is considered to be in the
frequency deviation state, and in other cases, it is in the frequency recovery state, which is
referred to as the comparison literature switching mode in the following text). This study’s
switching mode, the comparative literature switching mode, and the fixed mode switching
threshold of t0 = 0 (referred to as switching mode 1 in the following text) are compared.
A step load disturbance of −0.1 p.u. is applied at 5 s, and the resulting frequency deviation
is shown in Figure 14.
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It can be seen that both switching mode 1 and the comparative literature switching
mode cannot achieve good frequency regulation of the grid. The comparative literature
switching mode switches modes at an earlier point, but at this time, the inertia + droop
mixed control has not fully exerted its effect of suppressing the frequency change rate,
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causing the frequency change rate to suddenly increase and then causing a larger frequency
deviation peak; switching mode 1 switches modes at a later point, and the frequency
deviation state time is too long, also causing a larger frequency deviation peak; this study’s
switching mode switches frequency at about 6 s, and by this time, the inertia + droop mixed
control has suppressed the frequency change rate to a certain level, and the instruction
power of the droop + integral mixed control is enough to have a good recovery effect
in the frequency recovery stage. The frequency deviation peak of this study’s switching
mode only reaches 0.0019 p.u.; therefore, this study’s switching mode can optimize the
performance of grid frequency regulation and reduce the frequency change amplitude
caused by load disturbance.

5. Comprehensive Simulation Comparison

This study’s mode is an improvement on other modes in terms of three aspects: control
mode, frequency regulation coefficient configuration, and mode switching, as elaborated
on in Sections 4.1–4.3, respectively, and its feasibility was verified through observation
of the frequency deviation curve under step load disturbance. In this section, the control
model of mixed frequency regulation with comprehensive improvement in these three
aspects will be tested and verified, considering the tie-line power of another region, limiting
the flywheel energy storage power through the SOC curve given in Section 2.2; the initial
SOC of flywheel energy storage is 0.5, applying a long-term load continuous disturbance
for simulation, finally giving the key frequency regulation indicators, comparing with
the comparative literature mode (KL and KD are both 60) and traditional mode (only
considering droop control, inertia control has a worse effect in continuous disturbance
because it will cause an anti-tuning phenomenon in the frequency recovery stage), verifying
the practical engineering feasibility of the comprehensive improvement control model in
the continuous disturbance environment.

The continuous load disturbance within 10 min of Region 1 is shown in Figure 15.
After this disturbance is added to the frequency regulation model, the frequency deviation,
energy storage output power, and power change in the thermal power unit under each
energy storage control mode are obtained as shown in Figures 16–18, and the corresponding
frequency regulation indicators are shown in Table 3. The parameter selection of this study’s
mode is the same as in Sections 4.1–4.3.

In Table 3, |Pfm| is the absolute value of the peak output power of flywheel energy
storage. The larger this value, the more the flywheel energy storage participates in grid
frequency regulation output; tn is the time of the thermal power units participation in grid
frequency regulation. The power change in the thermal power units are set to be within
−0.05 and 0.05 MW, which is considered to be the range wherein the thermal power units
are not participating in grid frequency regulation.

Figure 15. Continuous load disturbance power curve for 10 min.
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Table 3. Frequency modulation indicators for each control mode under continuous disturbance.

Control Mode |∆fm|/p.u. |Pp|/MW |Pfm|/p.u. tn/s

Comparative literature mode 0.00150 0.4238 0.05624 470.9418
Droop control 0.00190 0.4329 0.05652 483.4077

This study’s mode 0.00096 0.1934 0.04891 190.8393
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As can be seen from Figure 16, when the load disturbance fluctuates violently, it will
cause the frequency deviation value to fluctuate violently in a certain direction. The larger
the amplitude of the load disturbance, the larger the peak value of the frequency deviation.
According to the frequency support strategy of energy storage, the frequency deviation
first increases sharply and then gradually suppressed to the normal range. Among them,
the amplitude of the frequency deviation is the smallest under the mode of this study.
Figures 17 and 18 respectively show the output power of the flywheel energy storage and
the power change in the thermal power units. Under the control of the frequency support
strategy, they change regularly with the direction, amplitude, and frequency of the load
disturbance. The sum of the output power of the flywheel energy storage and the power
change in the thermal power units is the total output power of the system to support the
power grid frequency. It is necessary to reduce the power change in the thermal power
units and increase the output of the flywheel energy storage. Under the mode of this study,
the output power of the flywheel energy storage is slightly more at the peak of each power
fluctuation, and the power change in the thermal power units is significantly reduced.

From Figures 16–18, and Table 3, it can be seen that under continuous load distur-
bance, the frequency deviation of this study’s mode is better improved compared with the
comparative literature mode and droop control; in this study’s mode, the flywheel energy
storage output is slightly more at some times, but |Pfm| is smaller than the other two
control modes; in this study’s mode, the time when the thermal power units participate in
grid frequency regulation output is significantly shorter; the output time of the thermal
power unit is shortened to 190.8393 s, which can reduce the phenomenon of frequent
actions of the thermal power units, and the comparative literature mode and droop control
are in the state of thermal power unit frequency regulation output for most of the time
during this continuous disturbance, which has a negative impact on the normal operation
of the thermal power units, and the peak power of the thermal power units participating
in grid frequency regulation output is significantly smaller, while the output peak of the
comparative literature mode and droop control mode reaches above 0.4 MW. Therefore,
the operational stability of the thermal power units under this study’s mode is significantly
improved. The SOC curve of flywheel energy storage is shown in Figure 19, which shows
that the state of charge of flywheel energy storage is maintained within the allowable range,
indicating that this study’s mode can enable energy storage to participate in grid frequency
regulation for a long time.
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Figure 19. The SOC curve of flywheel energy storage under continuous disturbance.

In order to further evaluate the performance of this frequency support strategy in
different application scenarios, load disturbances under other conditions are used for
evaluation. The first type of load disturbance is to apply a −0.05 p.u. step load at 5 s and
cancel the load disturbance at 10 s, which can be used to evaluate the performance under
the same direction load for a long time; the second type of load disturbance is to apply
a −0.05 p.u. step load at 5 s and change it to apply a −0.06 p.u. step load at 10 s, which
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can be used to evaluate the performance under the same direction amplitude jump load
for a long time; the third type of load disturbance is to apply a −0.05 p.u. step load at 5 s
and then change it to apply a 0.05 p.u. step load at 10 s, which can be used to evaluate the
performance under the reverse direction jump load for a long time.

Figure 20 shows the frequency deviation under the above three load disturbances. It
can be seen that, compared other modes, deviation is smaller under the mode of this study,
and the frequency can be quickly suppressed to the normal range, so this study’s mode
is suitable for frequency support in various application scenarios and has robustness in
practical applications.
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Figure 20. Frequency deviation under the above three load disturbances: (a) A −0.05 p.u. step load
at 5 s and canceled at 10 s; (b) A −0.05 p.u. step load at 5 s and change to −0.06 p.u. at 10 s; (c) A
−0.05 p.u. step load at 5 s and change to 0.05 p.u. at 10 s.

According to the above analysis, under this study’s mode, the power grid frequency
fluctuation and the time of a thermal power unit’s participation in frequency regulation
when the energy storage output is slightly more can be effectively suppressed, and the
SOC of energy storage can be maintained within the allowable range. Compared with the
control methods in the existing literature, the mixed mode of the integral control method
newly introduced in this study can achieve better results in reducing frequency deviation;
there are real-time coefficient allocation modes in the existing literature, but most of them
adjust according to the SOC of energy storage, and the parameters of the integral control
method to join the allocation have not been considered. The allocation of coefficients in this
study is easy to implement and can achieve good results, but it is not the best configuration
mode in theory; this study considers and introduces the impact of the mode-switching
threshold on frequency modulation performance, preventing the decline in frequency
support performance of energy storage when mode switching, and the existing literature
has not yet considered the relevant content of the mode switching threshold.

In practical applications, while the aforementioned effects are achievable in theory,
there are some limitations. Due to the current limitations of flywheel energy storage
materials, the energy storage capacity of flywheel energy storage units is limited; when the
frequency deviation becomes too large, the SOC of flywheel energy storage will quickly
deviate from the allowable range causing it to stop working, so it is primarily suitable for
the power shock environment in a small area; in addition, this study ignores the impact of
converter switch loss, self-discharge loss, motor iron loss and other factors on energy flow,
so the output power through feedforward in practical applications needs to be adjusted.

6. Conclusions

This study proposes a mixed variable parameter energy storage-assisted grid fre-
quency support strategy; its main features and performance are as follows:

1. The integral control method is introduced. In the frequency deviation state, the inertia
+ droop mixed mode is used. In the frequency recovery state, the droop + integral
mixed mode is used. The comparison results prove that the frequency deviation
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peak of this control mode is the smallest, only 0.00083 p.u., and it can reduce the
steady-state value of frequency deviation to 0. The output of the thermal power unit
is significantly the smallest, which has good engineering feasibility.

2. The coefficient real-time configuration mode is adopted. According to the different
states of the grid frequency and the effect of different control modes, the frequency
regulation parameters are adjusted in real time. Through comparative analysis, it is
found that this allocation mode can significantly reduce the time spent on frequency
regulation and can reduce the frequency deviation peak. At the same time, it verifies
the strong recovery effect of the integral control mode in the frequency recovery stage.

3. The impact of different mode switching thresholds on the overall performance of
frequency regulation has been studied and analyzed. It is finally proved that most
of the existing mode switching methods cannot achieve better frequency regulation
effects. In addition, a mode switching method based on the grid frequency state is
proposed. The comparison proves that this switching mode can reduce the frequency
deviation amplitude caused by load disturbance.

4. After the control model of mixed frequency regulation with the joint action of various
improvement methods is tested and verified using continuous load disturbance, it is
compared with the traditional control mode and the comparative literature mode. The
results show that this study’s mode can control the frequency deviation value within
a smaller range. The flywheel energy storage outputs slightly more for some of the
time, while the output and the output time of the thermal power unit participating
in frequency regulation are significantly reduced, and the operation stability of the
thermal power unit is significantly improved.

In conclusion, the mixed variable parameter energy storage-assisted power grid fre-
quency support strategy is suitable for effectively reducing the frequency deviation am-
plitude and the time of thermal power unit participation in frequency regulation in the
power shock environment caused by long-term unstable new energy and electricity load in
a small area, and enhancing the performance of a new energy grid connection.

Future research will delve deeper into the impact of the energy storage structure
on frequency support. For example, integrating a flywheel energy storage array into the
power grid could enhance the flexibility of energy management and improve the ability
to maintain SOC. Additionally, it is crucial to consider the self-loss of the energy storage
structure. The internal loss of flywheel energy storage includes converter switch loss,
self-discharge loss, motor iron loss, copper loss, etc. Simultaneously, the sudden change of
electromagnetic torque and bus voltage during operation can cause an unstable working
state of the flywheel motor. To mitigate these effects, the frequency support strategy should
be adjusted appropriately.
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